The York pedagogy Digest

Important deadlines

- The next deadline for submitting programme maps and enhancement plans for light touch feedback is **15 July 2016**.
- Staff should use the Programme Map and Enhancement Proforma available [here](#).
- The final deadline for submission of programme maps and enhancement plans is **31 July 2016**.
- Most departments have booked a **Board of Studies** date to approve finalised documents in the Autumn term. Please give this date to your ProPEL contact as soon as possible.
- A summary of the overall timescale is also available [online](#).


Drawing upon case studies from across the faculties, discover how supported learning technologies can support the York Pedagogy principles of structured student work and staff-student contact to enhance student learning.

There are two sessions on **Tuesday 28 June** and **Thursday 30 June** or a number of webinars over the summer. Find out more and register.

Worth Reading

**Careers/ProPEL prompts and supporting materials**

- In this [Forum article](#), e-learning advisor Matt Cornock explores how learning technologies support students’ independent study.
- The [e-learning vision statement](#) summarises the use of learning technologies in teaching and learning, focusing on a commitment to standardising the provision of rich learning resources for students across all study programmes, whilst also using technologies to support active learning opportunities for our students, based on participant-controlled online learning activities.
- Edilson Arenas’ review of personal learning environments suggests some possible implications for academic practice in higher education.
- A number of e-learning case studies can be accessed [here](#).
- For further reference, the York Technology-Enhanced Learning (TEL) Handbook can be consulted [here](#).
Frequently Asked Questions

You can find answers to some of the key questions that have been asked about the implementation of York pedagogy, here.

Digital Literacy Workshop - POSTPONED

The Pedagogy Digital Literacy workshop advertised for 29th June in last week’s digest has been postponed until the Autumn term.
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